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Due to traveling for the PRX Seminar, my comments are going to be shorter today and primarily cover today’s cattle on feed report. 
 
 
Another bearish cattle on feed report as the placements guess was a big miss again. Today’s on feed number is the highest amount on record since 
the cattle on feed report’s began in 1996. Cattle on feed in Iowa was 94% of a year ago, Minnesota was 91%, South Dakota was 94%, and Nebraska 
was 105%. The placements continue to surprise the analysts as this is the second month in a row having a good sized miss here. There are certainly 
areas that haven’t been placing as many cattle versus a year ago, especially Iowa that was 86% of last year which will continue to support Iowa’s cash 
prices versus other areas down the road as well as the north in general like we’ve seen recently versus the south. Nebraska was 104%, South Dakota 
was 75%, Minnesota was 108%, Kansas was 99, and Texas was 96% on placements versus a year ago. The largest numbers of weights placed was 
489,000 head of cattle weighing 800-899 pounds. These numbers will hit around the September timeframe but there is no question we are pulling 
cattle ahead currently sooner than normal so I think these numbers will be interesting to watch on how they actually play out. Cash during the Aug-
Oct timeframe will be the telling sign of these last two reports. The marketing number was right in line with the guesses.  
 
There’s no doubt this report is bearish versus what the analysts were thinking, and I would anticipate Monday’s opening to be under pressure 
especially given the technical picture for fats and feeders after this week. My guess is we see fats and feeders 1-2 lower on the opening. One thing to 
keep in mind though is the traders have been aggressively selling these markets recently ahead of this report. One of the biggest anchors to the 
cattle markets has been the stock market’s performance lately. If you go back to the day of the last cattle on feed report, from that day’s high, June 
live cattle have sold off 8.80 to yesterday’s low. June has been finding support from 131.025-131.30 recently. That is a spot I will be paying close 
attention to on a closing basis early next week, especially if we selloff aggressively Monday and can recover. August live cattle have sold off 10.60 
since the high the day of the last cattle on feed report to today’s low. August feeder cattle have sold off 14.925 during that time frame. The Dow 
Jones started their recent selloff the day before that cattle on feed report and have sold off 4,828 points at today’s low. The correlation between 
these markets has been very strong as uncertainty in the US has been running high around inflation, interest rate hikes, and the potential for a US 
recession. Monday’s trade will be very interesting however as the stock market did close 11 points higher today, which is nothing, but it was 628 
points off today’s low. Given how aggressively the traders have sold off the cattle market recently and priced in more than enough bearish news, if 
the stock market could find a low here soon, I don’t think cattle have much downside left in them. Today’s commitment of traders report showed the 
managed money had reduced their net long in live cattle 4,346 contracts to a net long of 23,427 contracts as of Tuesday. They added 3,775 contracts 
to their feeder short taking them short 6,960 contracts. The record feeder short is 8,704 contracts that they made October 27, 2020. Given they 
have continued selling the feeder market since Tuesday’s close, they have to be very close to a new record short. It’s not unusual to start a slow 
seasonal rally the first part of June in the cattle markets, so if the stock market can find its footing soon, I think we will be in prime position for that 
rally to begin. The biggest risk however to cattle continues to be the stock market/US economy. 
 
  
 
Have a good weekend, 
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